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Symbiotic fungi associated with plant roots can shuttle a key nutrient through their hyphal network in
response to resource inequality. This need-based transport optimizes trade conditions for carbon with
plants.
Microorganisms have cornered the
market on metabolic diversity,
innovation, and flexibility.
Macroorganisms, though sometimes
nice to look at, are comparatively dull
from a metabolic point of view. But
macroorganisms can be clever in their
own ways. For example, many plants
and animals have developed symbioses
with microbes that exploit their vast
metabolic potentials. The microbes in
these associations can transform
recalcitrant sources of energy into hostusable forms, concentrate limiting
nutrients that hosts cannot access,
produce protective compounds for their
hosts, or even synthesize essential
nutrients that macroorganisms are
unable to make on their own [1]. One
archetypal and ecologically vital
symbiosis is the relationship formed
between arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM)
fungi and the roots of more than 70% of

all vascular plants [2] (Figure 1). This
symbiosis is often described as a
mutualism, one in which plants deliver
carbon to the fungi in exchange for
nutrients — in particular phosphorus —
and other services, including pathogen
protection and drought tolerance [3]. In
reality, however, the AM symbiosis
seems to function along a continuum
from parasitism to mutualism [4], and
when interactions have been carefully
examined they tend to resemble ruthless
free markets more than groovy hippie
hangouts. In this issue of Current
Biology, Whiteside and colleagues [5]
describe a clever, fluorescentphosphorus labeling technique that
allowed them to visualize phosphorus
delivery from AM fungi to plants on
microscopic scales. Using this
technique, they discovered a novel
fungal strategy that appears to increase
resource delivery to plants while
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optimizing trade conditions for the fungal
partner.
Unlike some endosymbioses, where
symbionts can be carefully managed by
restriction inside of host cells and faithful
vertical transmission, symbiont specificity
is low in the AM association. A single plant
can host many AM fungal species, and a
single continuous fungal mycelium can
colonize multiple plants. Low host
specificity, spatially separated carbon
and phosphorus exchange sites, and
many co-occurring AM fungal species
within root segments could favor
cheating — that is, selection at the
symbiont level for AM fungi that would
take host carbon but give less
phosphorus — especially if being a better
nutrient provider incurs additional cost to
the symbiont [6]. Indeed, it has been
elegantly demonstrated that carbon–
phosphorus exchange rates can differ
tremendously among fungal species [7].
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Figure 1. An underground nutrientexchange network comes to light.
Autofluorescence micrograph of arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi (green) colonizing roots of its
host plant (orange), Medicago truncatula. Plant
and fungal partners form complex underground
networks, trading nutrients in a market-like
economy. Photo credit: Jan Jansa.

Given this complexity, researchers
have spent decades trying to
understand how the players in the AM
symbiosis have remained stably
associated for more than 400 million
years. A biological ‘market theory’ has
been proposed as a way around this
conundrum, based on the hypothesis that
both plants and fungi can detect and
specifically reward better partners ([8],
but see [9]). There is experimental
evidence supporting this market-based
strategy: plants tend to allocate more
carbon to AM fungi that deliver more
phosphorus, and more phosphorus is
delivered to host plants that deliver more
carbon [8,10,11]. Also, AM fungi seem to
become better at providing phosphorus
when they co-occur with fungi that are
better phosphorus provisioners [12],
perhaps as a way to avoid being
sanctioned by the host plant. Although it
is tempting to think that AM fungi, having
lost the ability to gain carbon through
environmental absorption, should just be
grateful for whatever carbon they can
manage to get from their host plant(s),
they still manage to drive a tough bargain
by delivering less phosphorus to hosts
(that is, by hoarding phosphorus) when
hosts deliver less carbon [13]. Whiteside
et al. [5] show us that AM fungi have yet

another bargaining strategy in their
arsenal.
In contrast to aquatic systems, where
nutrients can be relatively well mixed due
to diffusion, environmental heterogeneity
in terrestrial systems can be high, even at
very short distances. Given that host
plants reward fungi that provide more
phosphorus with more carbon, Whiteside
et al. were interested in how AM fungi
would deal with extreme phosphorus
inequality over the length of their hyphal
networks [5]. By labeling two resource
patches with phosphorus-coated
nanoparticles that fluoresced at different
wavelengths, they could trace which
patch the phosphorus came from. They
showed that when phosphorus inequality
between the two patches became
greater, AM fungi redistributed
phosphorus from areas of excess to
areas of scarcity, resulting in more
phosphorus than expected being
delivered to the host plant from the fungal
tissue in the low-quality phosphoruspatch. It is still unclear whether this
phosphorus redistribution results in a
better phosphorus–carbon exchange rate
or simply allows the low-phosphorus
regions of fungus to continue to be paid in
host carbon. Excitingly, this nanoparticle
approach provides a possible way to
address this question in the future.
Carbon-tagged nanoparticles could also
be used to determine whether carbon is
delivered to the fungus via the arbuscule,
the site at which the fungus delivers
phosphorus to the plant, and if so, how
much can be transferred via this route.
The potential for this was recently shown
using genetics [14,15] and a direct
carbon–phosphorus exchange might
offer another mechanism by which
cheaters could be sanctioned.
Regardless of phosphorus and carbon
exchange rates, the findings by Whiteside
et al. [5] highlight another strategy that
AM fungi have to obtain as much carbon
from their hosts for as long as possible —
an arrangement that also, incidentally,
results in a less nutritionally
heterogeneous environment for the plant.
The presence of AM fungi has been
shown to promote plant diversity and
productivity under controlled conditions
[16]. However, we still know very little
about its actual function in natural and
managed ecosystems [17]. One main
obstacle has been a lack of suitable

methods. Previously, tracking
phosphorus movement required
radioactive isotopes, which are often
restricted in field conditions. The
quantum-dot technology developed by
Whiteside et al. offers a great opportunity
to trace phosphorus in complex realworld systems, especially if the
phosphorus uptake and translocation
pathways are similar (or similar enough)
between quantum dot-bound
phosphorus and phosphate. If it is, these
fluorescent nanoparticles offer a great
new tool to answer many questions, some
of which are as basic as knowing whether
the most abundant AM fungus in a
community is the best mutualist or the
best competitor. The future for
mycorrhizal research might be even
‘brighter’ than we previously thought.
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Animals need to perceive their own body size to apprehend their relationship to the environment. A new study
shows that the fruit fly Drosophila acquires the requisite information on its body size from visual feedback
during walking, and has further identified a subset of neurons responsible for maintenance of body-size
memory.
Accurate estimation of one’s own bodily
properties is important for the successful
execution of many motor programs, such
as those used in sports like rock climbing,
and even for avoiding body collision in a
narrow corridor. Animals in their natural
environments use the knowledge of their
own body size in a variety of different
contexts, for example when deciding if
they should fight a competitor or not [1].
An individual’s body size depends on
many genetic and environmental factors,
and so its perception of its body size
needs to be flexible enough to take these
changes into account [2]. Despite all the
evidence for its behavioral importance,
the neuronal underpinnings of self-bodysize awareness are poorly understood. As
they reported in a recent issue of Current
Biology, Krause et al. [3] have now
discovered that knowledge of its own
body size is crucial for the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster to avoid futile
trials in crossing an insurmountable gap.

They further showed that flies acquire
body size memory through visual
experience of stripes during walking —
that is, by parallax motion vision — and,
using the techniques of Drosophila
genetics, they have identified part of
the underlying neural circuit [3].
When a walking Drosophila is
challenged by a cleft in its path, the fly has
to make a prediction on whether the gap
is manageable to cross or not [4].
Integration of awareness of their own
body reach and the actual gap width is
thus critical for the decision of the gapcrossing behavior (Figure 1). When facing
a gap wider than their step size, flies have
several behavioral options: they may try
climbing down or turning around, but
more motivated flies on the edge typically
flail their forelegs, or more specifically
make overhead leg swings (Figure 1). The
percentage of flies showing these foreleg
flails is a reliable measure of an attempt at
gap crossing. Flies avoid making futile
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attempts when facing a gap that seems
impossible for them to cross [4,5]: in other
words, they make an effort to cross a gap
only if it looks manageable.
The Krause et al. [3] paper starts with an
interesting observation: the gap distances
where a fly will initiate a crossing attempt
vary with its body size. When confronted
with a wide gap that a larger fly would
usually attempt to cross, a smaller fly is
more likely to give up and switch to other
behavioral options. The implication is that
a fly has some previously acquired
knowledge about its body size and reach.
How might a fly know its own body
size? Given the varying gap-size
threshold which correlates with a fly’s
own body length, it is unlikely that the
body size information is genetically
programmed. Rather, Krause et al. [3]
hypothesized that each individual fly
acquires information on its own body size
through visual experience. Indeed, flies
reared in total darkness made more

